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Hearty C.MJIBlAtr~IAtrlJ.MJSto the winners of our 2006 Youth
Honor Awards for their outstanding entries!
"tf'Madeline Fine "tf' Stella Tu "tf' Leyla and Haluk Akay "tf' Yanran
and Yiran Lu "tf' Kamna Shastri "tf' Jennifer Hu "tf' Evin McMullen "tf'
Crystal Carpenter "tf' Anupreet Kaur "tf' Na'au School, Hawaii "tf'
Not only are these talented authors and artists featured in this issue, but
each winner will also receive an Honor Award certificate, a subscription to
Skipping Stones and five nature and multicultural books.
We also thank all of you who participated in the Awards-we truly enjoyed
reviewing your entries. So much so, in fact, that we are also publishing some of your
entries in this and upcoming issues. Keep up the great work-we can't wait for next year's competition!
"tf' The Skipping Stones 'Team "tf'

New Year's Day in Korea (Cover Art) by Stella Tu, 12, Illinois.
"My mom is Korean, and my dad is Chinese. I speak both languages and often travel to my parents' hometowns. I enjoy reading, drawing, painting, playing music, and hanging out with friends.
My artwork was inspired by my family's Korean tradition on New Year's Day. All the children of our whole
family would dress up in our traditional clothes and receive blessings from our elders. Then, before feasting, we
would go outside, and we children would ride bikes and fly kites, though not in our tradition~l dresses. The setting of my picture is inspired by my visit to China and Korea a few summers ago. I noticed that the ancient palaces
where emperors used to live were very similar in both Korea and China. They had a unique design for the roof
with the edges flaring and strong walls. The colors were usually bright blue, red, and green."

"Untitled Painting"
My cultural background is American Indian and Black.
I do not speak any other languages yet, but it's one of my
goals. I am home-schooled and also take classes at the art
museum to better my skills in art. I started donating my
artwork to hospitals, hoping to inspire kids. My family and
I support Feed the Children, and we're also trying to find a
way to raise money to help them feed more children. Also,
we are in the beginning stages of writing a children's book.
What inspired me to create this piece are issues going
on in the world today. I tell myself we don't have to wait
for a big tragedy to happen to lend a helping hand, or to
change someone's life. Most of the time we close our eyes,
and think everything is okay. The truth of the matter is,
these issues are everywhere, even in our own neighborhoods. We all need to be aware of what's going on around
us and take responsibility. To put hope into the world is
one more step to stopping the hurt and pain. When we
give help or love to a person, it makes them feel like someone does care. Like my mom says, "People are people, and
they're hurting."
-Crystal Carpenter, 17, Massachusetts.
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From the Editor
Last month, when we
went to the windy Oregon
seashore, I discovered a
200-yard section, right in
the middle of a long, open
beach, with just a gentle breeze! As I wondered
"Why?," I noticed my son
and his young companions busy making dams and
carving the sand dunes. I
decided to leave my scientific brain behind and just
enjoy the beauty of nature.
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World Through the Eyes of a Youth

As it was low-tide, we
made canals and castles, collected seashells and sand
dollars, ate "sandwiches," and skipped in the ankledeep, chilly ocean water until the feet cried, "Enough."
Whenever I go to the ocean (or the mountains),
I feel so tiny in the vast expanse of nature! I enjoy the
wonders of the natural elements at play. But, I'm also
learning that we are unknowingly impacting the natural systems drastically. In our and our children's lifetime,
many such pristine places may vanish for ever.
Scientific studies show that global warming is for
real! Carbon-dioxide and other greenhouse gases from
our excessive energy use have warmed up the earth's
atmosphere and high-altitude regions. Glaciers are
receiving much less snow, and what they do get melts
faster because of rains and warmer air! Glaciers on all
continents are shrinking rapidly. Hundreds of millions
of city dwellers from Afghanistan to Peru will face
water shortages as they depend on glacier-fed rivers
for irrigation and daily needs. Our clear liquid lifeline--glacier water-is showing signs of running dry
in a few decades.
We also know that increased melting of our polar
ice-caps will result in risirtg sea levels. Many coastal
areas and island nations will see more flooding in years
to come. Global warming will affect climate, crops
and vegetation in various regions. The resource-poor
regions of the world will feel the burden even more.
With the many obvious signs of global warming, it
is clear that all of us, everywhere on the planet, must take
major steps to reduce our energy and resource use.
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How can we reduce
our consumption of earth's
resources or energy? Large
tracts of forests are being
clear cut to make throwaway, single-use productsexcessive packaging, junk
mail and advertising, facial
tissue, paper towels, grocery bags, wrapping paper
and cardboard boxes, to
name a few. Let's think of
earth-friendly alternatives
that might make economic
sense and also save energy.

In many CIties and communities, second-hand
stores, yard sales and garage sales are gaining ground as
a way of reusing resources (and thus reducing resource
use as a society), and clean up clutter at home. I've seen
many homes with Free Boxes outside them, containing
usable things for any passerby to take from. Composting
kitchen waste is another way people are trying to keep
the landfills from getting filled. Still, the U.S. throws
away billions of dollars worth of food each year!
This summer, I sold my small car that I have had
for 18 years-as long as I've edited Skipping Stones! I
had been working toward this goal for a long while.
Mostly, my car sat in the parking space. Finally, I took
this brave step that made me more dependent on my
bicycle (and city buses) for my daily transport needs.
We are now a one-car family! Many of my friends and
co-workers use bicycles for their daily commutes so as
to reduce our negative impact on the natural resources.
How can we protect nature? It's not just a question
of saving remote places like the Arctic Wildlife Refuge;
it's about the future of humanity. Be a "Dr. Kilowatt,"
an energy detector, and find ways to save energy and
resources, at home, school and work. It is always a challenge to live up to high ideals and values. But if we
don't take on the challenge, who will?
We invite you to send us your writing and creative
art, for our upcoming issues, sharing how you are living
your values and ideals.
Welcome to our Back-to-School issue featuring the
2006 Youth Awards.
~~
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"Going to middle and high school, it just seems natural and normal to me to dress in whatever style if
clothing Ifeel like on any particular day. Dressing all dijferent styles is just who I am. However, I have run into
problems at school with that approach. )) -B.
I was intrigued by this courageous high school sophomore, and called "B" up to get acquainted.
The essence of our phone conversation follows:

B: "I just wanted to be accepted as someone who likes to experiment wearing all different
styles of clothes. But I found out that this does not fit in at the school I attend.
"People talked about me behind my back. It seems people have nothing better to talk
about than anybody who is 'different.' People who want
to be popular with the in-crowd say nasty things about
people who are 'different' to score popularity with
them. People who fit in with that crowd are considered
the coolest in the school. So people play up to them,
rather than have the courage to be who they truly are.
"What I dislike the most is that when I go along
with this, I end up depriving myself of my natural desire
of exploring variety."

Hanna: "From your experience, can you give any
tips for people who also like being adventuresome?"

B: "Oh, thanks for asking! From my experience,
I can think of two pieces of advice. No doubt there are
many more good ideas.
"First, look around in your town to find communities which are more open to diversity than my school is.
I want to explore my real nature. I can only do that in
a community that is open-minded. By investigating my
true feelings and interests, I'll discover who I really am.
"Second, develop skills. I have discovered my passion
illustration by Judi LAmb
for dancing. I go to many dance lessons. When I dance,
I feel happy and free; I am happy I discovered myself in dancing. My advice is: dare to start activities to
which you are attracted and they might make you happier beyond all expectations."

Hanna: "I imagine many of us would like to be as courageous as you are, able to make choices, feel
good about it and explore life's options. What factors do you think helped you develop so successfully in
these directions?"

B: "For one thing, I grew up without a television. I was spared molding myself after the media
culture. Instead I used my own imagination. I get my greatest help, though, from my true good friends.
They don't judge me. I can dress any way with them. It is so
wonderful to have friends who like and accept me for being
Send your questions or comments to:
myself."
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P.O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
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Let Food Be Your Medicine. ..

Modeling Healthy Behavior
I've found that the most effective way to promote healthy behavior in my patients is
to model it myself. I sold my vehicle and now bike everywhere, even to the hospital to do my
rounds. Quite unexpectedly, I've discovered that my example has instilled a desire for improved
health in my patients. I give small gifts to patients who bike, walk, in-line skate, etc., to their
office visits as an incentive. I also display unusual vegetables on my desk. When patients ask
about them, I offer them a bite and then write a prescription for a watermelon, daikon, radish
or a golden beet. They smile and carry their script to the grocery store rather than the pharmacy.
-

Food is a powerful medicine. People have
used medicinal foods throughout the world
for a long time. Hippocrates, an ancient Greek
Physician who is considered to be the father of
medicine, once said, "Let food be your medicine and medicine be your food." His words
still ring true today. There are a number of foods
that are very active in disease prevention and
treatment that you can find in your neighborhood grocery store or even in your backyard.
Eating lots of fruits and vegetables is a great way
to prevent cancer and other illnesses. Some foods
that are particularly powerful are citrus fruits, such
as oranges, grapefruits, and lemons. Even'\he rinds
on oranges have many secret powers that can heal
the immune system and stave off cancer. So every
time you eat an orange, do not forget to eat a few
bites of the peel Gust remember to wash it first)!
Cruciferous vegetables are the most wellknown vegetable family in the realm of cancer
prevention. Do you know which vegetables are
cruciferous? They include broccoli, cabbage, kale,
brussels sprouts, and many other vegetables. Many
people make fun of brussels sprouts, but they are·
just baby cabbages. All cruciferous vegetables can
help protect your body from diseases of aging and
cancer. So, remember to eat your brussels sprouts.

Pamela Wible, M.D., Oregon.

today are beginning to discover the true healing properties of this amazing little root.
Asian mushrooms are also very powerful for
the immune system. They have been used for
centuries in China. Shiitake mushrooms can be
found in many markets and, of course, Asian grocery stores. They are delicious in soups and stir
fry. Look for them next time you go shopping.
Flax seeds look like brown sesame seeds. They
are full of Omega-3 fatty acids which are essential for good health. These little seeds are good for
'the cardiovascular system (your blood vessels and
heart). They also can help lower the bad fats in the
body. Make sure you chew them or grind them
up to get the full medicinal power. Some people
put flax seed in pills or take flax oil in capsules. It
is more fun to eat it sprinkled on your oatmeal.
Have fun discovering medicinal foods! You'll
feel great!
-Dr. Pamela Wible, Oregon.

Have you ever heard of burdock root?
It is brown on the outside and white on the
inside and is the shape of a carrot. It is sweeter
than a carrot. The burdock root is very active
against cancer, and the native Canadian Indians
successfully used burdock to treat it. Scientists
Page 6
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ane of the simplest ways to stay healthy and
get all the vitamins and minerals you need isn't by
going on the latest diet or taking lots of vitamins.
Though a multivitamin can help with healthy eating habits, a new way of thinking about how you
eat is by choosing colorful foods. Sound strange?
Rather than using the old food pyramid as a
guide for your food choices, consider a rainbow
instead, and try to eat a little of each color every
day-even if it just means adding some green broccoli or red tomatoes to your macaroni and cheese,
or cutting up a fresh peach or banana on your otherwise brown morning cereal. Quick snacks can be
easily made by combining fruits-pineapple or frozen berries with yogurt for a sweet, healthy treat.
If your diet lacks color and consists mainly of
brown, packaged foods, chances are your diet is
also lacking in nutrition, which can cause a variety
of health problems, from depression to cancer.
Each color has important nutrients and antioxidants to fight diseases in different ways and keep
you growing strong. The darker the color of your
fruits and vegetables, the better they are for you.
The vibrant hues are where all the disease-fighting vitamins, minerals, and fiber are stored. So, for
example, choose a dark green lettuce or spinach for
the base of your salad, rather than the pale white
iceberg lettuce.
Traditional foods in countries like Thailand,
India, China, and Mexico are very vibrant and
multicolored. Common dishes use ingredients like
exotic spices, fresh herbs, and nuts for added flavor
and excitement. They often use seasonal produce,
meaning only fruits and vegetables that are· ripe
in their area of the world at that time of the year.
Eating local produce makes food taste its best, as it
is picked and sold fresh, rather than getting shipped
halfway around the world, which wastes fuels,
causes unnecessary pollution and leaves food tasting dull.
To get the ripest and best-tasting produce in
your own area, visit local farms, farm stands or
farmer's markets where you can choose fresh foods
picked by people in your community. If that is not
an option, you can also find a range of seasonal
Sept.-
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Illustrations by Shannon LAttin.

fruits and vegetables in your local grocery store.
And don't be afraid to try more than just the common apple or banana-look for purple eggplant,
orange mangos, green kiwifruit, white radishes or
ruby red grapefruit.
-Karen Nagy, student intern, University

if Oregon.
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Who Decides???
What is Right, what is Wrong?
Who is to decide where one should belong?
In the city, in the village, or in the forest,
Where should one stay and take rest?
The place that gives food, water and fresh air to smellIs it not the place where one wants to dwell?
The place one works, the place one took birth,
Who decides one's home and the hearth?

The artwork
on pages 4 and
8 was done by
Pravalika Avapati,
11, 7th grade,
Mangalore, India.

Yes! Noone but one decides for oneself.
Why the struggle and the plight,
So much for the land, such is the fight?
If one thought not just for oneself but also for another,
There would not be such a problem and so much to bother!
When there is no consideration of one for its own kind,
What could be the condition of the 'other kind'?
Each one comes from the same lot,
Who decides one is superior and other is not?

Who Decides?

Yes! No one but one decides for oneself.
It is very clear that fresh air, water and food
Are not the only things that one 'needs'
It is to fulfill the ever increasing want of one's 'greed!'
Each one is craving for more and more,
Resources are depleting to the core,
Who decides one should have less or more?

Yes! Noone but one decides for oneself.
Resources are not for one but for all,
Why wait for nature's fall?
If one decides to want less,
It will reduce the stress; there cannot be any mess.
It is 'want' that keeps one moving and doing,
If this is progress then where is it going?
Violence is today's movement,
Who decides whether this is 'development'?
Yes! No one but one decides for oneself.
When peace is found only in silence.
Why the killing and the violence?
It's time we think and 'ACT WISE,'
Or else things would be otherwise.
The world is changing one says for better,
Who decides the change that would matter?

by Pravalika Avapati, 11, grade 7, India

J

Yes! Noone but one decides for oneself.
Change is vital for mind, body and soul,
If one decides on change for the soul,
The world will change and be seen as whole.
Living will have a completely new meaning,
The land is for each and every living being,
At least for once just be a human being!

Decide to Preside.

-Iejal Dhulla Vishweshwar, Maharashtra, India. A
member if H. OP.E. (Here On Project Environment) if
Greater Mumbai, she writes: "This happened through
me, while thinking deeply on land issues man-animal
conflict,forests, the tribal rights bill, the wildlife amendment law, our efforts to help mother nature help us.
One needs to change oneself to see change all around.
JJ

"We cannot have an ecological movement
designed to prevent violence against nature,
unless the principle of non-violence becomes
central to the ethics of human culture."

-Mahatma Gandhi
Page 8
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Poetry Scams: An Unfortunate Truth

Disintegration of a Nation

There are many traps out there for the aspiring poet.
These scams appeal to the naive writer by advertising as
prestigious organizations on the web and in print. Don't
believe it. These vanity publishers offer you the option of
publishing your poem with no obligations of buying an
anthology. Thus, many aspiring poets fall into their traps
and publish their poems for a virtually non-existent audience-except for the other poets who buy the anthology.

Pragn1atic revelations
for an estranged enigmatic world

A good publisher would pay you for your work instead
of cramming it into an anthology, and asking you to buy
it. So don't be fooled. If an obscure poetry publisher keeps
reminding you of how prestigious it is, it is likely a scam.
Don't be carried away by names of organizations that
sound impressive!
It's sad that so many people would be corrupt enough
to try to trick amateurs in the poetry business. Don't be
fooled into a rags-to-riches promise. Hard work is the only
way to get rich and to keep it that way.
-

Wujun Ke, 14, North Carolina.

~~ ~~@ ~\(9~(V~~
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Money Matters: Allowance as a Learning 7001
How do we make a child's allowance become an excellent learning tool around the issue of handling money.
The allowance given, no matter the age of the child or
the amount, is divided into three equal parts. One part
is given to the child to spend any way they want. One part
is to be saved in an account that is just for the child but
which can't be touched until a certain age. And the third
part is to be given away. It can be given to charity, or to
someone needy, or for a significant cause.

A swollen idea
it may seem such
This ticking time bomb
detonating our minds
Let us merge
Like a river to an ocean
Put out the feverish thread
that connects, yet separates
us from the bomb
Disintegrate to a fourth World
point of view
Walk all over the trees
Spill red wine for the drinking
of already drunk children
File away at the tips
of our bony spirits
Let us bask in the global
warming of an ice cold age
One nation under the holy dollar
Search to forget this
And bring unity and peace
Into our hearts once more.
-Jordan Gass-Poore, 15, uxas, writes, "What
inspired me to write my poem was the growing concern over global warming. I have been very active in
the environmental club at my school, which I started
this year and continue to educate my community
about important environmental issues. "

Kids, talk to your parents about this and see what they
think.
Parents, this is a great way for kids to think more about
their money, how to use it, how to be generous, and how
to be serious and forward thinking about the acquisition of
money.
And for kids who don't get any allowance, this is an
idea to keep in mind for the future, when you might have
children and you might be in the position of giving them
an allowance.
Enjoy.
-

Sept.- Oct. 2006

Dr. Invin Noparstak, Oregon.
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HAWAI'I: A CULTURAL COLLAGE!
"What people don't understand about Hawai'i
is that here we are not all Hawaiian. Native
Hawaiians are indigenous people who lived on
this island for centuries. What people really don't
understand is that in Hawai'i, we're not all the
same as people on the mainland or anywhere else.
We tolerate and share traditions that might belong
to someone else's culture but what makes us special is that we share ALOH-A."
-Ethan Sumida, 14, Hawai'i.

TAe W1jf oj:Jif) tit,
For my kupuna (grandparents)
always show your kapuna ho'ihi,
by giving them your undivided attention
when they talk to you of the old days.

:J-I ever forget them and make them your dream
hoku,
as ancient Hawaiian navigators used the hoku
to guide them on their journeys
across the ocean.
0.ve back your aloha
to share and show love
you were given from your kupuna.
..Listen to the 'olelo they share with you,
stories that are told
in your native language
by your kupuna about the ancestors.

13 elieve that everything they did for you
came from the loko, inside,
a warm feeling we like to have.
Write a poem to express the nunui,
gratefulness you have for your kupuna
when its time to say mahalo nui loa a hui hou.
-Courtney Lelepali, 15, Hawai'i.
Hawaiian words:
speech

*

ho'ihi-reverence, respect

loka-within

*

nunui-abundant

loa--Thank you very much.
you again.
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'ole/a-

mahalo nui

a hui hou-Until I see

I am a Japanese-Atnerican Boy
My obaachan taught me
How to talk in Japanese
Like, "Ohayo gozaimasu'
Which means, "Good morning."
My obaachan told me to eat
All my rice so that I will be full
And strong.
My obaachan said,
"Do your English homework,"
which is spelling.
My obaachan showed me
How to make mochi
With mochiko then we eat it
With kinako which is soybean powder.
My obaachan helped me
To eat chazuke, which is ocha or tea
With rice and ume or pickled plum.
My obaachan took me
On the bus since I was sixteen months old
And now I know how to catch the bus.
-Curtis Hayashi, 7, Hawaii.
Japanese words: obaachan-grandmother
rice cake

* mochika-rice flour *

* mochi-sticky

chazuke--Japanese dish

made by pouring boiling green tea or water over rice.
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Youth Awards

W.omen wear colorful Chuukese skirts
with diamonds that are called uroos
made by our ancestors.

.... "., .

Grandmas cook brown rice and chicken pwapwa
which is chicken and turtle
and sometimes pig and seaweed.

'.

... ~~ ::.~.
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Storekeepers have businesses that were started
by the first Micronesian people
who arrived on the island.

.OffIJ. WlflflJl MF MOM

Fishermen have the most fancy fishing poles
that have colors like leaves
that were made by grandparents who took a
month to craft them.

(excerpt)

f'he lost look ofJung-Suh's sorrow,
The Korean drama "Stairway to Heaven"
Flickers on the tiny TV
In the living room sixteen floors up.

Girls wear ruby-colored Chuukese dresses
from Guam that were also worn
by their great-great grandmothers.

f'he brisk breeze wafts
The delicious smell
Ofkalbi soup towards us.

Boys go hunting in the forest above
a town called Tol, hunting
for goats, sheep, pig and deer
with bows and arrows
all in my place of birth,
Micronesia.

F ou tab your eyes with Kleenex
When Jung-Shu drops to her death
In the arms of her lover, Song-Joo.
As I drown in the spiciness
Of the kimchee with kobi soup,
I wipe my arm across my eyes.
I feign tears of sadness, and cry with you,
But mine are actually
Tears of the spicy burn on my tongue.
-Iris Pak, 13, Hawaii,
adds: "This poem shows
my everyday Korean
culture in a fun way. In
the poem, I talk about
kimchee, a delicious spicy
cabbage. My mom and I
love kimchee, and we eat
it everyday. Also, though we are not in Korea, my mom
and I can't live without the dramatic irony in the Korean
TV shows. JJ

Sept.- Oct. 2006

-Resy Kony, 10, Hawai'i.
"I am the oldest ofjive children. My poem is about my
wondeiful memories of my culture back home. "
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Diversity and Tolerance: First Steps toward a Brighter Future
"Can you eat the same bread and butter everyday
for breakfast, lunch and dinner?", or "Can you wear a
single color throughout your life?" No, because we all
crave variety or diversity. The diversity of multicolored
flowers in a nursery, of clothes at a store, of food at a
restaurant, of animals at a zoo-all of it attracts and
excites us. But why then, are we so wary of the diversity
among the people with whom we share this world?
We humans have different races, religions, cultures,
sexual identities, age groups, physical attributes, abilities,
beliefS, views, ideas and opinions. This diversity is clearly visible in our homes, our neighborhoods and classrooms, on TV... practically everywhere. It enriches and
lends beauty to humanity. Just as the biological diversity
of an ecosystem increases its stability and productivity, the diversity among people brings together the
resources talents and experiences of many people for
the mutual benefit of all. Sadly, the differences amongst
us have always formed the basis of fear, bigotry, harassment, conflict and even violence.
We fear diversity simply because we are used to
the way things are, and change makes us feel uncomfortable. Some of us perceive it as a threat to our own
power. Factors like ignorance, misunderstanding, misinformation, lack of education and awareness, too, make
us resist diversity.
When we don't understand another's values, lifestyle or beliefS, it becomes easier to belittle them. As a
result, on the basis of differences, we start categorizing
people, labeling them unfairly or saddling them with
stereotypes. These stereotypes are generalized assumptions concerning the characteristics of all the members
of a particular group. They are reflected in the media
and our surroundings in statements like: "All Indians
are ... " or "Old people always ...." and so on.
Stereotypes often give birth to prejudice, i.e., a premature judgment about a group or its members, made
without proper knowledge or thought. It demonstrates
an unfair bias, violating the standards of reason, justice
and tolerance. It is this prejudice, that has conjured the
feelings of suspicion and hatred and is manifested in
personal bias, discriminatory practices and violence.

As a result, the world is now splintered at each and
every level. Families are fragmented on the grounds of
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economic status or personal differences. Schools categorize students according to appearance, atWetic achievement, style, race and academic achievement, so they are
included in one group and are excluded from others.
The atmosphere at our workplaces is stiff, and now
at the slightest provocation, we snap all ties with our
neighbors and friends. Gays and lesbians are harassed or
assaulted to an extent that they lead their lives in fear or
attempt suicide to escape ostracism. Women, children,
senior citizens, the disabled and the economically weak,
too continue to be the victims of bigotry. Many racial·,
ethnic and religious groups fall prey to hate crimes.
Wars, terrorism, aggression, bombings, vandalism, looting, physical assaults, and threatening mail and calls have
become a routine affair.
Something must be done to change the future, if
we are to have a future. This is where tolerance comes
into play.
Tolerance is a personal decision that sterns from the
belief that we are the children of one God and share
one world. Each one of us is special and deserves to
be respected and accepted for who we are. This means,
we reprogramme ourselves to treat each other with
automatic love and respect and stop all prejudices that
have been on autopilot for so long. Reach out to different people, say, the elderly gentleman sitting beside
you on the bus or the neighbor's child who walks with
crutches.
Mahatma Gandhi said, "You must become the
change you want to see in the world." So we must be
a role model for others and take a firm stand against
hatred, bigotry, injustice and inequality. Let us build a
peaceful and productive society based on human rights,
diversity and inclusion in a spirit of respect, tolerance
and mutual understanding. It is a tough job, but it can
become a reality.
-Anupreet Kaur, 17, India.
She writes, "While doing research and writing my essay,
even I learned a lot about my own deep-rooted prejudices
and my intolerance toward people who differ from me. I'm
now trying to inculcate the values if tolerance and love in
myself and apply them in my own life. I hope that I'm able
to inspire readers to be more tolerant towards those whom
they cannot like.
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Saving Ohio Brook Trout

The average lifespan of an American woman is 77,
which is not enough time. You've got to use your years
well. I've found that working toward a goal that helps
others as well as myself counts as good time-management and lets me get the most from each day. The
best objectives help others without voices. With this in
mind, I began a project to save a threatened population
of native Ohio brook trout. I've been at it for four years
now, and each year brings more habitat preservation
and a more educated community.
Before doing some in-depth research, I didn't know
what brook trout were, let alone that they were a 3,000
year-old species in need of a spokesperson to tell the
world their story. I soon found that they came south
from Canada with the glaciers, and survive in only two
fragile streams in all of Ohio, though they used to be
abundant in every stream in the area.
I decided to ask the experts to help me identifY the
main problems causing this species to die off. I called
them up and asked if someone who could teach me
about the brook trout or their habitat. To my surprise,
no one said no! I'm often asked how to start a project like mine, and I've suggested going straight to the
experts because of their willingness to help.
After lots of research and after-school meetings, I
realized that the human population was responsible for
the brook trout's declining population. In some neighborhoods,
homeowners dumped harmful
substances into storm drains, which
led directly to the trout streams,
depleting oxygen and suffocating
many species. People didn't know
that their actions could affect the
trout.

out many of the harmful chemicals debilitating the
streams.
After learning how humans affect this fish, I decided
to work to preserve the native Ohio brook trout with a
dual-plan: education and preservation. I held information days at a local organic food market. My friends and
I handed out information and had customers fill-out
surveys about the trout, preservation of the habitat, and
how they could help. I also took a trip to Sandusky,
Ohio to see a brook trout hatchery.
I decided to try to get the message out on a national
level, so I entered a national science competition challenging middle-school students to solve a community
problem. After my friends and I were chosen to receive
the gold medal, I began to enter more competitions.
I've won local, state, national and international awards
for my efforts, and even met the President! Though I'm
overjoyed when I win each award, the real prize is that
I have been given the opportunity to talk about this
important issue allover the nation. Each opportunity
brings the brook trout story to more people.
The habitat of the brook trout is getting better
slowly but surely, thanks to the participation of the
whole community. Since beginning the initiative, I've
received requests to speak at local museum, conferences
and community groups. Volunteers from all over have
joined the effort. This newfound
responsibility has opened many
doors for me!

Humans were also having a
profound effect on the temperature, which must remain well
below 70°F, or the trout can't survive. People were destroying the
thick "buffer" areas, the vegetation
around streams, taking the shade
away from the stream and raising
water temperature. Also, this "buffer" vegetation is needed to filter
Sept.- Oct. 2006

At the end of the day, though,
those without voices, like the
Ohio brook trout, will feel the
positive effect of kids' efforts only
if we realize that we have the
power to do anything that we
put our minds to. In a few years,
we'll be the leaders of the world.
We are the future, and it is up
to us to mold this world into a
place we want to live in when
we grow up.
-Evin McMullen, 16, Ohio.
Please visit www.saveourstream.org
for more information on their work.
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Yanran: she smiles like sunshine
Many centuries ago, in China's
Warring-State
period, long before
even my great-great
grandfather was
born, a famous poet,
Songyu coined a
phrase: "Yan ran yi
xiao" in his poem.
This phrase, now
known from China's
eastern coastal plains
to its western primitive mountains, is literally translated as "Yanran smiles." But it has a much more
vivid connotation, which is loosely translated as
"She smiles like sunshine." Yanran, my name, split
into two Chinese characters, is a constant symbol
of happiness and a dazzling smile.
"Yanran," however, has a larger sphere of power
than a simple Chinese cliche. It stretches across
China to a remote place in the North, where cold
reigns and "ice castles" are not unheard of: Inner
Mongolia. There, a mountain called "Yanran San"
reigns supreme, sparking the interest of quite a
few poets, including the acclaimed Tang dynasty
poet Li Bai and an anonymous author who wrote
"Ode 10 Mulan," the story of the legendary Hua
Mulan who disguised herself as a boy-cutting off
her long hair, and dressing herself in armor-and
joined the army to defend China's northern border. This story was the inspiration for Walt Disney's
famous movie" Mulan" years later.
While "Yanran" seems to have been named after
some important things, it is still unusual enough in
the United States that no one ever gets it right on
the first try. The pronunciation is simple enough,
abiding by all rules of phonics, but all teachers
seem to believe that all foreign names have different laws ... their "exotic" interpretation is almost
always giggle-worthy. It is read as Yanran in English,
as in "Yan ran across the table." However, substitute
teachers and even longtime teachers have called me
things varying from Yen-ran to Yawn-Rawn. Life
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would probably be much simpler-and easier on
the ears-if my name was Amanda or the everpresent Jennifer, but that would be pretty boring.
"How did you come to have such an odd
name?" one might ask. While both my sister and
I speak flawless English-we were, after all, born
in North America-and get straight A's in everything, our parents still have strong ties to their
home country. They always have encouraged us
to be more Chinese. When I was born in Ottawa,
Canada on a snowy November evening, my Mom
says that the first thing that I did was smile. Instead
of naming me "Grin" or "Beam," something more
exotic, with Chinese roots, was called for. So came
into existence Yanran Lu.
My name is so rare that I never expected to
find someone with the same name. Imagine my
surprise, when, while searching on Google, I found
a counterpart halfway across the United States! I,
Yanran Lu, 12, am currently sitting in front of my
computer in California. I am an avid reader, a prolific writer and a Net surfer, while the otherYanran
Lu, 16, who currently resides in Texas, is a model
for artists and is on a high school debate team.
Who knows? One day we might cross paths and be
surprised to find each other, with the exact same
name yet so different. Finding someone else with
my name really warms my heart. The uniqueness
of my name makes the experience all the better.
I have never regretted having a name like
"Yanran." In fact, I have always been grateful that
there are no x's (that are supposed to be pronounced like "sh", but always end up as "z"s) My
name sets me apart from the army of Marys and
Sarahs. Neither is my name, like "Sally," growing
less appropriate the older one becomes, until it is
an outright turn-off for employers.Yanran will forever be fresh, one that will be unique for all time.
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D .....plings' Bonds

My mother's voice floats through the kitchen,
"Roll out the dough, pat it dry with flour, knead
it flat until the light can pass through and leave an
opaque shadow on the other end. Feel it, touch it,
each one is unique-that, my dear, is the art of making dumplings."
She wipes her hands on the wet towel beside
her, finished with another plate and with her first
instruction in the Chinese culinary arts section of
my education-me, the American-born daughter.
But my mother is not like the fictional ladies of
Amy Tan's imagination. She is not suicidal. She
does not talk to ghosts. She is not victim to obsessive coupon-collecting. My mother is modern
and educated, a city girl from Shanghai, a child of
New China. But five thousand years of culture isn't
wiped away by a peasant and a group of fanatical
youngsters. She keeps the old traditions, the old
foods, the old ways of making them, taking a bit of
her homeland with her to America.
"Don't put the filling in the middle," she advises, "then when you fold them over, the stuffing
spills out, and you are left with a sticky mess. Dab
your finger with water, drag it across the skins, give
the meticulous creases your own signature."
At my failed attempts, she admonishes me in her
own language, half-teasing in lilting Shanghainese,
"B en-va, so d
urn,b
you "
are.
She teaches me how to pinch the dough again.
Her slim fingers move mindlessly, perfectly, to close
the little folds, from years of practice, a Chinese
craft. In that moment, I realize what it must mean
for her to be a stranger in a foreign land, with a
daughter for which this land is home. The cultural
bond, passed down generations, hands fumbling
for intricate frog clasps, eating moon cakes on a
clear night, watching the steam shroud the room
in mist-it's missing between us. Yet this bond is the
only hope of ever bridging differences between the
first-generation immigrants and their children.
I am one of those children, who roll their eyes
at their parent's favorite sayings and scoff at tales of
their hardships because they seem too unbelievable in our narrow minds. "Ay-ya, look at your
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dumplings," my mother says, prodding the clumsy
ones I've made, "they're sitting down, not standing upright, like squatters and lazy bums that don't
bother about anything."
I don't bother either, to look behind these sayings and stories, to acknowledge the millions of
men and women who created them and the lives
they lived.
It is true that we are different. My mother loves
me, supports me and tries to understand me. But,
she cannot understand, because she grew up in a
society so entirely unlike this one. She was not an
old lady when she arrived here. She was only 23
years old, the best of the best of China-its pride,
its hope. She spoke English well; she was here to
take an advanced degree at a western university.
But her heart has always been with China, regardless of how grateful she is to the American dream
that allows her a spacious home, an expensive car,
anything and everything she needs or could want.
Because in the time-line of cultural absorption, she
was old when she came here, too old to change.
That is why she is teaching me how to make
Chinese dumplings rather than cranberry stuffing.
But although she cannot adopt an American
way of life, she can impart to me the culture of her
motherland. I am young still. So when she gently
drops each of the dumplings into the boiling water
with a little pop, and gives some last instructions,
"Always serve them hot straight from the pot, with
a bowl of soup and homemade dumpling sauce or
some vinegar," I listen and take heed.
The dumplings are ready soon. My mother
mixes a sauce for me and ladles a bowl of the flavored hot water. With delicate care, she places a
dozen dumplings on my
plate, and watches me eat
first with a smile. They're a
strange kind of bond, the
shui jiao, as Chinese call
them, but I can see them
transcending time and age
and space.
-Yiren Lu, 13, California.
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0ne year ago, on an normal day, my best friend and I
went to Ecuador. When we got to the hotel, we unpacked,
changed our clothes, and met each other at the door of the
hotel. We walked into a forest. We heard frogs and foxes. We
heard so many more sounds!
Then we saw the garden!
It was so beautiful!
When we got a closer look,
we saw leaves and petals moving
and then tiny, little heads
And eyes blinking and wings moving.
Could it be a butterfly?
Could it be a dragonfly?
We screamed.
Art by students at the Carrollton School, Florida

'fairies!

The fairies got scared and hid again.
We took one step closer.
They were everywhere!
We saw a broccoli fairy with a green bumpy dress. The
lettuce fairy with a mille green skirt. All of the vegetable fairies lived and took care of their plants all around the world.
The flower fairies took care of their plants, too. Their
dresses and outfits and slippers were made out of their flower
petals and seeds.
Once all the fairies got a signal that their plants were in
danger! They flew as fast as they could to their plants in different places. All of the fairies' problems were the same. The
problem was that people were stepping on their plants, hurting them and not caring.
Earlier, the fairies had made a spell to make them understand what they needed to do to clean up the mess, and plant
new seeds. So, they flicked their wands and turned round very
fast and cleaned up the mess.
After we saw that, we didn't know what to say. We were
so amazed! We took one last look, and left. When we were
walking out of the forest, I said, "Are you thinking what I'm
thinking?"
She said, "Yes.We'll only share this story with each other."

So the secret was forever kept, and they lived happily
ever after.
'Jf1e fgn~.
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((The thing I love about nature is that
my mom and I walk around the neighborhood for nature walks. I am Jewish; my
father is Jewish and my mother is Catholic. I
love being Jewish because, in school, I get to
teach my class about our holidays and what
their names look like in Hebrew. "
-Madeline C. Fine, 9, Florida.
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Working with the Gorillas
When I grow up, one of the many jobs I'd like is
to work as a zoologist. A zoologist is a scientist who
works with animals in nature. I would like to go to
Kenya to study mountain gorillas and other primates.
An article in the New York Times first sparked my
interest. While paging through the Science Times, a
headline caught my attention:

" Scientists find that Monkeys are
Using Words"
Interested, I read on. The
article explained that scientists
had recorded sounds that monkeys made to signal which kinds
of predators were near. A grunt
meant that a predatory bird was flying above; another
guttural noise meant that a panther was lurking nearby. In addition, zoologists noticed that the primates
were combining the noises. When the researchers
played the combined noise back to the monkeys on a
tape recorder, the monkeys vanished into the underbrush. Clearly, this sound was a warning to them.
In researching gorillas, I found some amazing
facts which astonished me. For example, a gorilla's
upper body is so strong that if you took the strongest man on earth, and measured how strong his legs
were, then measured an averaged gorilla's arm strength, the
gorilla's arms would be stronger
than the strongest man's legs!
Unfortunately, there are
currently only 35,000 Western
Lowland Gorillas in the world.
There are barely 3,000-5,000
Eastern Lowland Gorillas, and
merely 400-600 Mountain
Gorillas. I am stunned by these minute numbers, and
I would like to work in this field, because I would
like to help keep the gorillas from becoming extinct.
Furthermore, I think there are many things yet
to be discovered, so it would always be exciting. By
learning more about apes, we may even learn more
about pre-historic and modern humans.
Truly, I find that working in nature as my idols,
Jane Goodall and Diane Fossey did, would be an
utmost pleasure!

My Turkish Grandmother
My father's mother, Sabriye Hamm, lived under
a time of great change in Turkey. She was in the
fifth grade when the Ottoman Empire declined,
and slowly fell apart.
Following the First World War, Britain began
dividing up the country of Turkey, giving some
land to the Arabs, some to the Greeks, and some to
Britain, leaving Turkey with only a small piece of
land near the Black Sea.
Atatiirk, the father ofTurkey, led the country to
fight against these invading forces. Finally in 1923,
the Turkish Republic became a true nation. Atatiirk
began modernizing Turkey. First, women's veils
were outlawed, then fezzes. The next step was even
more drastic!
One day, in 1928, Atatiirk changed the alphabet from Arabic characters to Latin script. This
was done to modernize and reform the Turkish
language. As I said, my grandmother was in the
fifth grade when she suddenly had to learn a new
writing.. Her math textbooks, language arts, and all
other subjects were all written in a new alphabet!
Along with thousands of students and adults
across the country, she began the tedious job of
learning a new alphabet. Atatiirk himself traveled to
various parks throughout Turkey, teaching the new
script to the common people. What if you went
to bed one evening, and woke up the next day
expected to write in Chinese characters?
Today, the country of Turkey has reformed the
laws about head-scarves and fezzes, but now all
signs in Turkey are written in Turkish, not Arabic
script like many other Middle Eastern countries.
I am still astounded that my grandmother coped
with a whole new way of
writing at the age of 10th.
I still regard my Turkish
grandmother as a role model
for me. Whenever I feel frustrated about my schoolwork,
I think about her.

-Leyla Akay, 10, homeschooler, Pennsylvania.
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-Haluk Akay, 11, homeschooler, Pennsylvania.
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Daughter
I am the daughter of the Chinese peasant,
Working in the rice fields by day,
Sleeping in my hut at night,
Shivering in the autumn cold.
I am the daughter of the American farmer,
Getting up at the crack of dawn
Praying for the Lord to keep me,
Wondering of my life in this New World.

The Storyteller

I am the daughter of the Chinese emperor,
Dressed in richest silks and satins,
Sitting in my lovely pagoda,
Feeling the autumn breezes on my cheek.
I am the daughter of the American merchant,
Dressed in a gown of palest pink,
Posing for my portrait like a still, marble statue,
Holding my embroidery in one hand.

-

A'IIik~'

~

She was here as a seedling,
A mere child to the rest,
Young and naive among her dark, old elders.

Jennifer Hu

I am the daughter of the old Chinese kingdom,
And the daughter of the NewWorld,
I am the daughter of the poor and rich,
The old and new, the proud and the strong,
I am the Chinese-American.

But now she is a guardian,
Tall and welcoming,
Gathering and shielding the children in her arms.

--jennifer Hu, 14, Pennsylvania.

A Note from the Poet
"My family comes from China. I
feel that it's really important to learn
about my background. I am the child
if a million folktales, a thousand
songs, three thousand poems, a hundred beautiful places. China has tons
if history and proverbs and beauty.
China has many great poets and
some if their poems are just wonderful. I don't understand all of them, so
my dad has to explain them to me,
but the mental pictures they create
seem so real, and they can do this in
just four or five lines. JJ
-ArtistJessica Amii, 10, Hawai'i,
says, "I am adoptedfrom China. "
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The tree in my backyard
Has two hundred rings,
Two hundred years of history,
Hidden behind her bark.

She has scarred wood,
With intricate designs carved into her face.
And she changes her clothes each season:
A dress of pink blossoms in the spring,
A gown of green leaves in the summer.
Skirts of fiery sanguine hues in autumn,
And a snowy, white robe in winter.
Her hands intertwine together,
.Gnarled fmgers twisted into shapes.
Her face looks out to the world,
A grandmother to us all.
She has stood there for so long,
Been here since before I was born,
Saw the flow of the seasons,
Heard the drumming of the rain,
Smelled the dew on summer dawns,
And felt the moist soil at her feet.
The tree in my backyard
Has two hundred years of history.
What stories she must tell.

--jH.
--jennifer Hu, 14, Pennsylvania.
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The Bamboo Flute
The flute rests in his hands as he gazes down at
the light-brown bamboo. Carefully, he brings
it to his dry, parched lips and gently blows in
through the hole. A sweet, resonating sound
escapes from the instrument as he plays, his fingers moving skillfully from one hole to another.
The music is like a butterfly darting from
flower to flower, landing gracefully and diving
back into the sky. Colors are woven together,
like a tapestry forming a picture as he plays.
His eyes dart from his fingers to the sky up
above, strewn with twinkling stars that smile down
upon the young shepherd boy, playing his bamboo
flute, in the green grass hills.
He walks through the lush grass with bare
feet, the flute still to his lips. He reaches a stream
sprinkled with jutting rocks. He jumps from one
to another until he is in the center and sits on the
smooth gray surface.
The flute, which is still working its magic, spinning music into color and story, lures the fish to
the water's surface. An array of colors dart to the
surface, splashing droplets of crystal water onto the
boy's bare legs.

Men,
women and
children, tigers, fish
and birds, insects, monkeys and
creatures from all around stand
together, unaware of anything
around them but the music.
The boy is unaware of everything, aware of
only the flute and his lips, blowing gently through
the holes as his fingers glide swiftly across the flute.
Tears pour down people's cheeks as they close
their eyes, glued to the tranquil sound of the flute.
Every creature, big and small, animal and
human, spirit and soul stand side by side, united by
the sound of the bamboo flute.
There, the young shepherd boy stands, slowing
the music to a stop, his goal accomplished. There,
united under one roof stand all the creatures of
creation, calm and full of peace, united by a bond
that will never break.
-Kamna Shastri, 12, Indian-American, Washington.

The boy sits, for a moment, the bamboo flute
drops from his hands as he stares down at the fish,
looking up at him with eyes thirsty for music. The
flute falls into the water, forming a ripple which
expands until it reaches the shore of the stream.
As the boy stares, transfixed at his audience,
a silver and gold fish dives into the water, bringing back the bamboo flute. The boy stretches out
his hand and takes it, once more bringing it to his
mouth.
Music fills the air once more, luring more and
more creatures of nature, all shapes and sizes out to
the banks of the water.
Wild tigers emerge from the nearby forest,
silently creeping to the water, as bandicoots and
mongooses all creep up to the shore to listen to the
enchanting music.
Villagers are drawn to the music and slowly, but
quietly meander down to the stream, leaving their
warm comfortable beds.
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Ballad of the Soul: For Ntozake Shange
Raised up good by parents of an affluent nature
Embraced by those who would determine my
stature
From a young lass I could hear the brass beats,
The low, sweet hummm of a drum, the breezy
guitar
Playing far, on the trade winds inside my ear;

Dark alleys, hidden faces.
Nightmares come in different shapes.

Beat down bad by faces of a pale complexion
Rejected by those who would make me hate my
reflection
As a young lady I lost my sounds, I was bound
To befall that deep evil of depression, my
oppressIOn
Was self-inflicted;

Things crawling, monsters invading,
Gladly welcomed daybreak.

Set straight up by relocating my voice,
And prose gave me cause to see I had a choice
As a full blown woman I took those brass beats,
That drummm, that singin' guitar... and healed
The scar and scabs.

Cliffs looming, voices screaming,
Everywhere you turn, no escape.
People dying, children crying,
Pure torture 'till you wake.

And as you leave the realms of darkness,
You know you are finally, truly safe.
-Breanna S. Whiteman, 12, Pennsylvania.
"I love school and greeting challenges presented to me.
Currently I live with my mom, dog, canary and two cats. I
have lived in nine different places, including Costa Rica. I
am also a vegetarian, and I know a lot about animal rights.

My life motto is:
'Live life to the fullest. It's the only one you got."

-Zainob LawaI, age 16, Virginia.

"I live in the small community of Falls Church.
I am a good example of an African American: my
father is from Lagos, Nigeria (Africa), while my
mother is from Chicago, Illinois.
As a young African
American girl who
lives in a society sometimes blind to African
American culture, it was
very fulfilling to read
Ntozake Shange, who
spoke as if connected
with her ancestors. I
could relate to the sadness in her work caused
by a lack
. of self-love.
Hopefully, by submitting to your magazine, I can
help pass on her talent to inspire the next writer,
and share the love that I gained."

.
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Patrick Lau, age 10, Connecticut, wrote
about homelessness in his cover letter:

I enjoy playing soccer and running. Reading
and math are things that I always look forward
to doing.... [I wanted to] write about how I saw
beggars in the streets of Hong Kong when I
recently went to visit my family during the summer. Now I feel very fortunate to have food on
the table and toys to play with. I can't imagine
sitting on a torn blanket with a bucket begging for money. When I was writing my poem
I wanted people to realize that together we can
help to make this world a better place for everybody. I'm glad that I had a chance to express my
opinion. Poverty and lack of basic necessities is a
problem that the whole world is facing. We can't
wait any longer to give more to unfortunate
people. We all have to do our part and act now.
When I grow up I want to start my own charity
and make this world a better place to live, for all.
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sIght of the dark starry sky at night,
smell of the propane camp-stoves in powerless kitchens,
taste of beans and cheap Lo Mein bought from Publix,
noise of painfully loud generators droning nightly in the distance,
touch of a tree cutter's rough hands in the tepid sun.
-Mel H. G055, 10,

This weekend
when the hurricane
was coming, I went
outside to save the
caterpillars. First I
went to get a plastic box that I could
see through. Next I
went to the caterpillar vines on the
fence. I picked off
some leaves with
caterpillars on them
and put them in the
plastic box. Then I
picked more leaves for them. I put them in the
plastic box. Next I picked the cages up and brought
them in the house. I put them on the floor so they
would be safe. While they were in the box they
began to make chrysalises. I also saw them playing
together. It was the best part of the hurricane.

Florid~

lAM
I am the wolf who hunts at night
I wonder if my pack will flee or fight
I see the wonders of the wood
I hear the sounds you wish you could
I want never to flee but fight
I am the wolf who hunts at night
I pretend I'm the moon shining down on you
I feel the star beams, but you do too
I enjoy watching Earth as time flies by
I like watching clouds I don't know why
I respect the Sun with the biggest sight
I am the moon, the king of the night
I understand the powers of nature and its force
I say "protect nature and change your course"
I dream that nature will not be in danger
I try to conserve it, become its ranger
I hope my efforts will conserve nature's beauty
I will preserve nature for that is my duty.

-Emma Gerlach, age 6, Florida.

-Katherine Alfaro, gr. 4, Mexican-American, California.

Guidelines for Submissions

Wanted! Your creations for ourfuture issues!

Writing: Essays, poems, plays, riddles, recipes, stories...

*Your hero-the person you admire the most

Typed or neatly handwritten, under 1,000 words.
Poems less than 30 lines.
Non-English and bilingual writings are welcome!

* What do you like about your community?

Artwork: Photo essays, drawings, paintings, cartoons...
Send original color or black & white photos with
captions or photo essays. Send your original artworkcartoons, drawings, paintings-on unlined white paper.

E-mail or snail mail your creations toEditor@SkippingStones.org

Skipping Stones, P.O. Box 3939, Eugene, Oregon 97403
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* How you're making a difference in your community
*Your dreams and visions for the world
* Unforgettable moments in your life
*Your best friend, favorite foods or travel tales
*What's so wonderful about wilderness and wildlife?
* Celebrations that you find most meaningful
* How are you living up to your values?
*Your experiences with using non-violent means
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We O,e The Tlaffic!

~

Bike riding is a lot of fun, but did you know that a bicycle is a vehicle, not a toy? Cyclists who
share public streets have rights and responsibilities like motorists do.
Many people experience a sense of freedom when they're biking. It's a fun way to exercise, is
quicker than walking, doesn't require fuel so it doesn't pollute and is a great way to get to know
your community. However, sharing the road with cars and trucks, being aware of pedestrians, and
watching for bumps in the road can make a bicyclist feel like a road warrior!
One afternoon, I observed kids biking home from school. I was impressed that they carried
heavy backpacks and most of them wore helmets. Some had difficulty getting drivers to notice
them, and others rode on the sidewalk. I wondered what
could be done to raise awareness for bike riders. I discovStreet Tipl
ered Critical Mass, a grassroots movement that is reclaim1. Obey traffic signs and signals.
ing
the streets by riding bikes in groups to promote bike
2. Use your bell, make eye contact, and
rights and awareness. Their motto is, "We aren't blocking
signal your intentions.
3. Be aware of your surroundings.
traffic. We are the traffic!" Critical Mass started in 1992
4. Stop and check traffic before riding in San Francisco when bicycle commuters rode home
into a street.
together from work. Their rides now occur once a month
5. Ride on the right-hand side of the and have taken place in North America, Asia, Australia,
street.
Mrica, Europe, and South America. See www.critical-mass.
6. Be extra careful moving or turning org for more information.
left-motorists can't always judge
a bicyclist's direction.
7. Ride three feet from the curb to avoid
loose gravel or leaves (you could
lose control of your bike) and also
to avoid the car door zone.
8. Avoid riding at night. If you must,
then have bike reflectors, lights,
and reflective clothing.

To get involved in biking in your community, check
with your city government office, bike shops, bike cooperatives, or bike federations. Organize neighborhood bike
rides, take a bike safety class at school, or enter a charity
bike ride with your parents. By simply riding your bike,
you may inspire others to do the same. If you live in the
U.S., check out the safe route to school at www.walktoschool-usa.org.
Biking is popular, but unfortunately nearly one million kids are injured each year in bicycle-related accidents. To avoid injuries, check tires for proper
inflation, make ~:$ Jit •
sure brakes are working, and that the bike chain is attached.
Remember ~;"j').
to always wear a .....,
bike helmet, ::;;;:::sz~
and don't forget
Sidewalk Tipl
to enjoy the
ride-it's your
1. Call your city government office to
right!
determine if riding on the sidewalk
is permitted.
2. Sidewalks are designed for pedestrians. Give them right-of-way.
3. Give notice when you pass pedestrians on the left. Saying, "On your
left," works well.
4. Watch for cars that cross at alleys
and driveways.
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Poetry Page
My Dignity

Basketball

It's the tickly feeling I get as my jasmine hands
are painted for a wedding.
The intricate designs of beauty and love amaze me
While the sweet fresh scent of Mayilaanchi leaves envelop me.
It lights me up like the glow of a golden sari,
Or delicious food:
Crispy brown triangles with spicy stuffing
Luscious white spheres topped with glistening honey,
It's the raw beat of our tongue-twisting language:

Sprinting down the court on a fast break,
Shooting a three-point shot to win the game,
Rebounding the ball.after a missed shot,
I love to play basketball.
Stealing the ball from the opponent,
Hearing the crowd chant your name,
Shooting a crucial free-thrO\v,
I love to play basketball.

Namasthe, kathakali, maram.

While my eyes follow the constant movement of a speakers' lips.
It's like
I'm a carton of mangos making its way
through this scary world
from its indigenous country.

Playing my father one-on-one,
Hoping I can make it to the college level,
Dreaming I am an NBA player,
I love to play basketball.
-Connor Erickson, 14, Minnesota.

It's my reason for waking up in the morning,
To continue walking down this uncertain path.
My culture is the motive in my life,
The one thing that no one
Can steal away from me,
My dignity.
-Marina Tharathattel, 17, Indian-American, New York.

Malyalam Words: Mayilaanchi: Henna • Namasthe: Greetings
maram: tree • Kathakali: Classical dance ofKerala that tells a story.

There we sit by the seaside.
The sound of the waves crashing.
The sun is just setting,
the sand is soft and cool.
There we sit so silently by the seaside.
Sometimes we dream about
being by the seaside.
And now here we are
sitting by the seaside.

Duration Continued
I will speak to you in plant-language
(answer with a bottle of aloe)
I will speak to you in bird-language
(answer with a cascade of feathers)
I will speak to you in sky-language
(answer with a box of hail)

-Elise Haynes, 8, writes, "I am from five different states. My dad is in the Military, so we move a
lot. But I was born in Washington State. My dreams
and hopes for the future are that I will be a professional writer. The person who inspired me is my dad.
He is a great influence in my writing life. JJ

I will speak to you in space-language
(answer with a rocket of stars)
I will speak to you in light-language
(answer with an explosion of sun)
-Mel H. Goss, (written at age 7), Florida.
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Gandhi in the Eyes of a Third-Grader
When I was in second grade, I studied the life He knew that he had committed a great crime. He
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in school. I learned wrote a confession and gave it to his father.
His father silently read the confession and tore
that Dr. King used Gandhi's principles of non-violence and peaceful protests [that he employed] to up the paper. He did not say anything. Gandhi's
change the unjust laws of the British Government eyes were filled with tears. He was grateful for his
when they were ruling India.
father's forgiveness. Gandhi decided never to lie or
My mother talked about Gandhi in our class steal again. He promised to always tell the truth.
and I became more interested in him. My family
Gandhi learned from his mistakes, and grew
and I watched the movie "Gandhi" together.
up to become a very good
One day I asked my
and generous person. He
Mom if Gandhi was always
became very popular leader,
a good person. I wanted
and his followers began callto know if he had ever
ing him "Mahatma," which
made mistakes. She said,
means "Great Soul." He was
"Yes. Maybe twice," but
also called "Bapuji," which
she could not remember
means "Honored Father."
From Gandhi's childcorrectly. My Mom gave
me two books on Gandhi
hood, I have learned that
and I brought some more
even if we make mistakes,
books from the libtary. I
we still have the choice
read them during the sumto correct ourselves and
mer, and today, I want to
. . . '.
.
become a good person. If
share what I have learned
~f··»<:":.:·· ,.".~~::~
~ we tell our parents about

.

about Gandhi's childhood.
Mohandas Karamchand

~1:~~~: fl~~~:~~bt£a~
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ruling India for many years. No one knew
that this little boy would one day lead India
to independence by using the path of nonviolence.
As a young boy, Gandhi had a bad temper. He
was also shy and afraid of many things including
ghosts, serpents and the dark. He made three very
bad choices during his childhood and teenage
years:

2. Gandhi's family was vegetarian. When his

friend pressured him, Gandhi secretly began eating
meat and lied to his mother.

3. He stole a piece of gold to payoff his brother's debt.
Gandhi felt terrible after doing these things.

our mistakes, they will help
us because they love us.

~~;~!~F5~.~~?:~:fr~:

verses he read was from Chapter 2, verse 55:
He lives in wisdom
who sees himself in all
and all in Him,
whose love for the Lord of Love
has consumed every selfish desire
and sense-craving tormenting the heart."

d

h

-Sriram Katipamula, gra e 3, J..-Vt:zs ington.
Sriram wrote this article with help from his mom.

1. He started smoking and began stealing
money to buy cigarettes.
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Gandhi began his Satyagraha or the nonviolent protest as a means of achieving social
change exactly one hundred years ago, on Sept.
11 th, 1906. Many cities around the world are
holding special events to mark the centenary
this September.
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Let's Accept and Respect the World's Cultures
Mahatma Gandhi once said: "I want the cultures of the world to be blown about my house
as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown
off my feet by any."
He wanted all cultures to be appreciated,
respected, and embraced; he wanted them to be
free of restraints. He would not be more impressed
or imprisoned by any; they would be equal.
For centuries, Britain, Spain, France, and
Portugal, believed themselves to be the "center of
the world." The colonial powers of Europe saw
themselves as more superior than their conquered
peoples. This promoted the idea that the conquered
people, not belonging to Europe, were inferior.
When the colonizers arrived, they rejected
native beliefs. Imperial powers imposed their own
religions, government systems, languages, and customs on the conquered peoples. As a result, the
conquered peoples had inculcated inferiority complexes, which many still hold today.
These historical events still influence our
present. Now, in place of colonial powers, internal colonialism has taken over in nations such as
Guatemala, Haiti, and India. The elite have continued the colonizers' ideas. They often look down
on members of their own people who have darker
skin, a different language, or non-western dress. In
Latin America, the indigenous Maya people are still
deprived of their rights and are looked down upon.
Only mestizos have the high government positions
and monopolize the political power and privilege.
Yet, is there really such a thing as a superior culture? According to Gandhi, there isn't. There are no
superior cultures, just different cultures and levels
of national development. For example, the U.S. is
advanced in technology and financial power, while
Guatemala, though resource-poor, is home to an
ancient civilization. Does this make one superior?
As I see it, the only way to fulfill Gandhi's dream
is for all people to accept and respect all of the
world's cultures as equals.
-Alicia Robinson, grade 10, Haitian-American, lives in
Guatemala. She is fluent in Spanish, French and English.
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Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) was a great
Indian leader who led the long movement
towards India's independence on August 15,1947
from Britain. Gandhi was both a spiritual and
political leader of the people. He held nonviolent
principles, and used these to achieve his mission.
He did this by leading peaceful, massive demonstrations and by public boycott of many English
goods, which hurt the empire's economy through
peaceful actions.
Gandhi's leadership inspired many prominent figures that were either his contemporaries
or his successors to make a difference. One such
figure was Martin Luther King, Jr., who led the
American black civil rights movement. Nelson
Mandela, who led the struggle against the South
African apartheid, also held Gandhi's nonviolent
principles.
Mahatma has not only acted as a symbol of
nonviolence and social change, but also of respect
and equality for third world peoples. He has taken
on an aura of a holy man. The title "Mahatma"
means a Spiritual Person or a Great Soul.
-Alicia Robinson, age 15, grade 10, Guatemala.

Many call the United States a melting pot of
ethnicities; some even call it a Caesar salad, but
these are just names. What I know to be a fact is
that America is a diverse country. This nation is
made of many different beliefs and ethnicities and
religions, creating beauty in chaos.
Tolerance of diversity can only be achieved if
America's citizens work to make diversity treasured. Keeping an open mind to differences in others keeps our country from being segregated into
groups. This is achieved through the work of citizens of all ages, and by the foundation this nation is
built on. Without this hard work, America is nothing more than a landmass hosting several groups,
rather than the unified nation we are today. •
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-Olivia Kacsits, 14, Michigan.
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Muslims follow a religion of peace, mercy and
forgiveness. Islam is one of the most followed religions in the who~e world and a lot of people from
different places follow it.
Prophets

Islam has Prophets. The Prophets obeyed God's
commandments and their lifestyles are an example for other people to follow. The first Prophet
was Adam. Other famous Prophets were Ibrahim
(Abraham), Musa (Moses), Yaqoob Gacob), Yousaf
Goseph), Isa Gesus) , Ismail (Ishmael), Nuh (Noah)
and Ishaq (Isaac). Then God sent the Prophet
Muhammad. Muhammad is the last of all Prophets.
Islam's Five Pillars

Islam has five pillars, which form the basic principles of Islam. First: There is no God but Allah,
and Muhammad is the Messenger of God. Second:
To pray five times a day. Third: To fast during the
month of Ramadan. Fourth: The wealthy must
give money to the poor. Fifth: To visit Hajj once
in a lifetime.
The First Pillar says that there is no God but
Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of God.
Allah means God and Muhammad is the Messenger
of the Islamic people. Muhammad is a very important person in Islam: The Muslims follow the way
the Prophet Muhammad lived.
The Second Pillar. A Muslim prays five times
a day: Fajr, the morning prayer; Zuhr, the early
afternoon prayer; Asr, the late afternoon prayer;
Maghrib, the sunset prayer; and Isha, the night
prayer. Friday prayer is very important in Islam,
with its moral and social benefits. The the Islamic
bible is called the Quran. "Quran" is an Arabic
word and the Holy Quran was revealed in Arabic.

This year Eid-ul-Fitr will fall around October
24 and Eid-ul-Adha will fall near December 31.
The dates are approximate since Muslims follow the
lunar calendar, which indicates the phases of moon.
To determine the dates for Eid, Muslims traditionally look in the sky for the slight crescent moon.
This marks the beginning of the new lunar month.
In some countries Muslims contact the observatory
to ask when the new moon will appear.
Eid-ul-Fitr is celebrated after the month of
Ramadan. Fun and festivities last three days. Eidul-Adha commemorates the obedience of Prophet
Abraham, peace be upon him, in obeying God. This
Eid falls on the 10th day of the month of Dhul
Hijjah and lasts for four days. Eid is a time of happiness and sharing. The needy and poor are always the
first to be thought of during these cheerful days.
-Fawzia Gilani- Williams, Ohio.
See the Bookshelffor her books on Islam.

God will bless you.
The Fifth Pillar. Going to Hajj is important to
do once in one's life. Hajj is in Saudi Arabia and is
the destination for Muslim pilgrims from all over
the world.

We believe that there is life after death; bad
people will be punished and good people will be
rewarded. The special building where Muslim people go and pray is called Masjid. Masjid, in Arabic,
means a place of worship for Muslims. Muslim
women cover their whole bodies, except their faces
and hands. That's why we wear hijab on top of our
head. In America, most Muslim women don't cover
themselves.

Eid

The Third Pillar. During Ramadan, the Muslim
fast, we don't eat until the sun goes down. The reason we fast is so that we can know how the poor
people feel without food.

Muslims have only one holiday and it is
called Eid, which we celebrate after the month of
Ramadan when we are done fasting. During Eid
we go and pray Eid prayer and give money and
sweets to the children.

The Fourth Pillar. The fourth pillar, giving to
the poor, is only for the people who have a certain
amount of wealth. By giving money to the poor,

I hope you have learned something about the
religion of Islam that you didn't know before!
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-Halima Abubakar, grade 7, Texas.
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Kamazan,

The Three Fridays

the Holy Month of Fasting

October 4 was the first day of Ramazan this
year, and because I am now 11, my parents let me
fast for two days at the beginning and two days at
the end of this holy month of fasting. We woke up
at 5 AM, before the sun rose, and you cannot tell a
"white thread from a black thread." That morning
I ate the biggest breakfast I've ever eaten, including
a huge cereal and some roast chicken. I also had a
little bit of buttered toast. For my beverages, I had
a gigantic glass of orange juice and a huge glass of
water. I was brimming full when I finished!
All day long, I will not have any food or drink
until the sun finally sets. We break our fast with a
date and a glass of water, and Baba (my father) says
a short prayer. The water is sweet and refreshing
after twelve hours of hunger and thirst. E"ach year
our family fasts one lunar month, because it helps
you spiritually to understand how poor people
must feel who don't have plentiful food and drink
as we do. I am extremely grateful that our family
has enough food to go around, has a roof over our
heads, and that Baba has brought this tradition into
my family.
Maybe you have heard most people pronounce
this holy month of fasting as "Ramadan," the
Arabic term for "Ramazan," which is the Turkish
pronunciation. My family is Turkish, and in Turkey,
the whole country goes into a period of fasting during Ramazan. It is a time for holiness for
Muslims around the world.

-Art and text by Haluk Akay, 11, Pennsylvania.

Once in Medieval Turkey, an Imam, an Islamic
preacher, named Nasrettin How was going to go
preach at the local cami. Last Friday and the time
before that he had preached from the Koran, the
holy book of Islam. Now, however, he had preached
the entire Koran and had run out of things to
preach about. Hoca went up to the pulpit and
called out, "Do you know what I am going to say?"
The townsfolk all replied, "No!"
"Then why should I waste my golden worlds
on those too ignorant to know them?"
With that Hoca walked back down from the
pulpit and wondered what to say the next time. He
remembered when he was young, his local Imam
had preached about giving and sharing with the
poor. Hoca figured that these people already knew
about those virtues, being devout Muslims.
Hoca walked up to the pulpit the next Friday
and again asked, "Do you know what I am about to
say?"
This time, however, they all said "Yes!" remembering the last Friday.
"Why should I waste my golden words on
those who already know them?" retorted Hoca.
Hoca then went back to his small hut. He pondered what to say the following Friday. By noon
the next day he knew exactly what he was going to
say. That Friday came too quickly, but alas for Hoca,
it was that day of the week before he knew it. That
day he walked up to the pulpit, and for the third
time he asked, "Do you know what I am about to
say?"
This time, half the people, remembering the
first Friday, said "Yes!" and the other half, recalling
the last week, said "No!"
Hoca then responded, "Those who do know,
tell the ones who don't!" and with that Nasrettin
Hoca marched down from the pulpit, his preaching
days over.

-Haluk A kay, 11, Pennsylvania.
Hoca: Respected, wise man • Cami: A Turkish mosque
Sept.- Oct. 2006
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folktale!

The ~inn and the Salftosah-Maker

Once upon a time there lived a poor samosahmaker. He was a good man and he worked hard. But
as the years passed by, he became poorer and poorer.
Eventually the day came when all that was left was a
cup of flour and one potato. The samosah-maker and
his wife looked at each other in despair.
"Whatever will become of us?" sniffed the samosah-maker's wife.
"We must trust in Allah," sighed the samosah-maker.
"AlhamduWah, tomorrow is a new day. We have some
flour and a potato to make one more samosah."
The samosah-maker and his wife said their prayers
and then laid down to sleep with heavy hearts and
empty stomachs.
The next day the samosah-maker awoke just before
dawn and offered fajr (morning worship). Then, just as
he was about to begin his work, he saw to his astonishment that a samosah had already been made. He
inspected the samosah and found it to be the most
perfect samosah he had ever seen-crispy, golden-and
delicious-looking.
"Wife! Wife!" he called. "Come quickly."
The samosah-maker's wife was just as surprised as
her husband.

Every night the samosah-maker set out his dough and
mixture. But in the morning he always found plates and
plates of tasty golden samosahs.
By now the samosah-maker was not only rich, but
also famous for his delicious samosahs. He made so many
different varieties. But none of this would have been possible if it were not for the mysterious help.
One day near Eid-time, the samosah-maker said to
his wife, "Allah is the one who gives fortune and help to
everyone, but we must find out who is making our samosahs. We must share our wealth with whoever it is and give
them a nice gift for Eid."
So the samosah-maker and his wife hid behind a door
and watched.
Late in the night there appeared a gloomy-looking figure. It was a jinn. The jinn began to work and in moments
he had made the most wonderful samosahs. But while he
mixed and fried, the jinn sang a sad little song:

"Someone help me, set mefree,
Someone help me, find the key,
Deep it is hidden where no one can see,
Deep it is hidden within a small tree. "

"Who could have made such a wonderful samosah?" she asked.

The samosah-maker and his wife listened to the song
and looked at each other in wonder. When they turned
back to look at the jinn, he had disappeared, having finished his work.

"MashaAllah!" said the samosah-maker, "It was made
by someone very skilled!"

"Wife," said the samosah-maker, "the jinn has been so
good to us. We must find the key for him."

Not long after that, a customer came into the shop
and bought the samosah.

And so that day the samosah-maker and his wife
began searching for a small tree. They looked all day. They
walked far and wide. They found many trees but none of
them had a key hidden within. Finally, the samosah-maker's wife found a small tree. It had a hole in the trunk. She
reached into it and to her amazement, pulled out a key.
The samosah-maker and his wife were oveIjoyed.

"How much is your samosah?" asked the man.
"One coin please," replied the samosah-maker.
"I will give you three coins," smiled the customer.
With that money the samosah-maker was able to buy
enough flour and potato to make two more samosahs.
The next morning the samosah-maker was again
delighted to find that all his work had been done for
him. There stood two of the most exquisite samosahs
he had ever seen. The samosahs were sold and with the
money, the samosah-maker was able to buy more flour,
more potatoes and even an onion.
The next day, when the samosah-maker got ready
to make the dough, he found to his delight ten golden
samosahs sitting on a plate. People began to hear about
the delicious samosahs and stood outside to buy them.
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They hurried back home and hid all the flour, all the
potatoes, onions and peas. They left nothing that the jinn
could use to cook with. Instead they placed the key on
the counter with an Eid card and a large bag of money.
When the jinn arrived in the dark of the night he looked
at the key and his gloomy face at once turned into a radiant smile. The jinn clasped the key and his Eid gifts and in
a moment had vanished.
The samosah-maker and his wife never saw the jinn
again, but they lived happily ever after.
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Fawzia Gilani- Williams, Ohio.
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Dear Grandpa:
"Who are we?

Sitting opposite me at our breakfast table,
my American mom looks at me as if I were
from another planet! Maybe it's because I've
asked that question. Again. "Who am I?
"Honey, you're American. Period," she says.
"Nah. She's African," says my African dad,
squeezing my shoulders.

Are we the red vines in the jungle?
Are we the lions down in the jungle?
Are we supposed to listen to our elders like you?
"Who are you?
Are you my friend?
Are you my toy?
NofYou're my grandfather;

I'm confused. My name, Fumbani, means
"ask" in my dad's language. So, it's okay to ask.
But my friends make fun of it. They call me
"Fumblin' Fanny... "

No, all of us are who we want to be; and
That's why I wrote this poem,
"Who are we?"

"Come on kids, let's go," says my dad.
"Grandpa's waiting."
My dad's father, my Grandpa, recently relocated to Los Angeles from Africa. I've an idea.
I'll ask Grandpa. But he's hard of hearing. He
has taught me his tribal greeting reserved for
granddaughters and their grandpas: no words,
just hand claps and finger clicks, which suits
me best.
"Did you have a nice time with Grandpa?"
asks my dad as we drive back home.
"Yeah, I guess so. But it's hard talking to
Grandpa."

"Try harder."

-

"Wonderful," said Grandpa laughing himself to
tears. "But, I thought children your age didn't care?"
"I really, really don't know who I am," I began.
"My mom and dad know who they are. They say
they know who I am. But I don't. I mean, who am I?"
"You're my grandchild, and I am your dad's tata,"
said Grandpa, still laughing. "You're a member of a
large African family. Your name is your ID showing
you're a Senga! You are American, too, since your
mom is American. But, you are African."
"Okay, I'm part of that huge African family, but
where do the others live? In the jungle?"

Last time I visited Grandpa I spoke softly
and flipped my hands like a baby duck in
made-up sign language. He didn't seem to
understand although he said,

"In villages ... and cities too."

"You don't have to shout, there's nothing
really wrong with my hearing."

"Is there a girl's room in your house?"

I don't mean to shout at Grandpa, but,
if only he could read. Bingo! I discovered
Grandpa can read English! My dad told me
so, although I didn't tell him why I wanted to
know. Soon we arrived at his apartment on our
next visit. I handed Grandpa an envelope,
"Thank you, a surprise?"
"A p -

0

-e m," I said.

And he began to read:

"In apartments?"
"In houses."
"Yes, and a boy's room too. That's in the city. Back
in our village we live in huts and there are separate
huts for boys and girls; their own worlds."
"Can I live in your house too?"
"Of course," said Grandpa looking puzzled. "My
house is your house; my village your village."
"Wow! That's cool Grandpa.You made my day."
I gave Grandpa the special handshake, pha-a-a!
Now I know who I am: an African and an American.
Packed in one. A child of two worlds!

- Vukani Nyirenda, California.
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Noteworthy N orth.East.West.South.
Health Tips to Reduce Dioxin Exposure
1. No plastic containers or wrap in microwave.
2. No water bottles in freezer.

Dioxin chemicals cause cancer, especially breast
cancer. Dioxins are highly poisonous to our body cells.
Freezing plastic bottles with water in them releases
dioxins from the plastic. Similarly, we should not heat
food in the microwave oven using plastic containers.
The combination of fat, high heat and plastics releases
dioxin into the food and ultimately into the cells of
the body. Using glass or ceramic containers for heating
food is better. Packaged foods like TV dinners or instant
noodles and soups should be removed from their containers, and heated in microwave-safe ceramic or glass
containers. Plastic wrap is also dangerous when placed
over foods to be cooked in the microwave. The high
heat causes poisonous toxins to melt out of the plastic
wrap and drip into the food. Use a microwave-proof
plate as a cover, instead.

• In mid-July, we organized a classical Odissi dance
with Rudrakshya, a is-member troupe from India,
as a bentifit for the Asian tsunami and earthquake reUif
work. It is rare that people in small cities get to enjoy
world-class cultural performances from overseas. So,
when a day opened up in their schedule, we jumped on
this opportunity to promote multicultural awareness.
Rudrakshya's nine dancers treated the audience to
a visual feast for two hours, while their five musicians
played classical Odissi music featuring sitar, flutes, harmonium, drums and devotional songs. Intricate hand
movements, body postures and facial expressions were
based on the 2000-year-old Odissi dance technique,
known for its grace and charm. The dance was composed of rounded, fluid movements and poses, similar
to the sculptures on the stone walls of the temples in
Puri, Konark and Bhubaneshwar in the state of Orissa.

An Arctic Island Seed Vault!
• Can you imagine going running after losing both
of your legs? It may sound hard to believe, but Christian Bagge, a 24-year-old from Oregon who lost his
legs two years ago in a bomb blast in Iraq, has proven
that it can be done. Both of Christian's legs had to be
removed after nearly being killed by a roadside bomb
while serving in the Army. After training for months
on his new light-weight prosthetic legs, he joined the
President on a half-mile jog outside the White House.
Christian hoped his determination to run again after
losing his legs would give hope to others who have
disabilities. Christian says, "If there's something you
want to do, it's an attainable goal." He certainly proved
that anything is possible.
Page 30

Scientists, architects, and politicians in Norway are
working together to build a vault in the side of a frozen mountain, on an arctic island, guarded by ferocious
polar bears. Sound like a Hollywood spy movie? Believe
it or not, this wild story is true.
Construction is now underway on the Svalbard
Global Seed Vault, a storehouse for millions of seeds
from crops grown all over the world. To be kept at a
very cold temperature, these seeds could last hundreds
or thousands of years, and would prevent the complete
extinction of current crops in the case of natural disaster, climate change, or disease. To make sure it stays safe,
fences and guards will surround the area, as well as the
polar bears that live naturally on the island, 300 miles
north of mainland Norway.
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The Lizard Monster
The following incident occurred in Jamaica,
where I was working as a Peace Corps volunteer.
My work was focused on setting up various educational projects for secondary schools. I was living
in a rural part of the hill country, where folk-beliefs
and superstitions are still very strong.
In every culture, there are superstitions (and
folktales) associated with animals, insects, birds, etc.
For example, in India, if an owl sits on the roof of
a house, it is believed that somebody in that household will die. Native Americans believe that an owl
will call one's name when death is near. In Jamaica,
especially in the rural parts, lizards are considered
evil, perhaps because of their size and the fact that
they croak.
It happened one afternoon. After finishing my
classes, I had gone to the nearby post office to
pick up my mail. When I returned to the school,
the principal came running to me. She seemed
upset. Holding my hands tightly, she whispered,
"Moments ago, I would have died. I am still shaking, don't talk about it; my God, it was terrible."
Being completely in the
dark about the reason for her
outburst, I asked her to calm
down and tell me a little more
about what led her to feel so
scared. She said, "I came out
of my office and got into my
car and started driving toward
the school gate, and suddenly
a lizard jumped on my shoulder from nowhere. Somehow, I
managed to stop the car and get
out. I am not going to get in
that car again."

.

r--.

(

Sure enough, I saw her car
parked near the gate with the
driver-side door open. A whole bunch of students
were gathered around it. I got into the car and
started searching for the lizard by poking around
the dashboard, side pockets, and carpet. The lizard
was nowhere to be found. While I was still searchSept.- Oct. 2006
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Taking Life Lightly!

ing, one of the staff members came running to me
and shouted, "Aren't you afraid of the monster? It
may kill you. Please come out of the car."
I said, "The monster is a poor lizard; perhaps it
lost its way."
She wouldn't hear of it. She insisted that I
should get out of the car and join the prayer meeting that the staff was holding for the principal. I
joined the meeting.
The staff member who had admonished me
started the prayer. She asked God to bestow his
blessings on the principal and protect her from the
lizard monster, the enemy who was evil, who came
to the car with deliberate intention of killing the
principal by biting her. She asked the gentle and
kind Jesus to destroy and annihilate the lizard and
the whole species. Tears were streaming down her
face. Meanwhile, the principal had her head down,
in what appeared to be deep prayer. Actually, she
was munching on a cookie and nodding her head
in response to all that was being said.
I couldn't help but pray
for the lizard's life, who happened to be in the wrong place
at the wrong time. I wondered
whether the lizard had a massive heart attack due to all the
commotion, or simply committed suicide in remorse for
what it did to the principal. So
you see, the much-sought--:after
God, who was already overloaded with so many prayers
had to contend with two contradictory requests: one for
the demise of the lizard, and
another for its safe passage. I
do not know which one of the
requests were granted, but I do know that the car
was driven away from the premises by one of the
principal's friends, perhaps to be exorcised!
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-Bhavani Manheim, Oregon. Please also seeJamaican
countryside photos by Bhavani on the back cover.
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Tiger of the Snows: Tenzing Norgay by Robert
Burleigh and Ed Young (Atheneum Books). Told as a
poetic ballad, this book pays homage to the man who
climbed Mount Everest in the pioneering expedition
with Edmund Hillary. Bold pastel illustrations bring to
life what it must have been like to wade through the
snowy landscape and achieve the dream of a lifetime.
Ages 6-10. ISBN: 0-689-83042-4.
Danger in the Narrows by Mike Graf; illustr.
Marjorie Leggitt (Fulcrum). As one family explores the
wonders of Bryce and Zion National Parks, they fill
the pages of this book with photos, drawings, journal entries, and exciting facts about nature, travel, and
safety. Ages 9-13. ISBN: 1-55591-532-9.
My Childhood Under Fire: A Sarajevo Diary by
Nadja Halilbegovich (Kids Can Press). Nadja's diary
from the years 1992-1995 tells a powerful account of
living as a child in modern-day war, when everyday life
is shattered and things like working phones or a school
lunch are enormous luxuries. Ages 11 and up. ISBN: 155337-797-4.

the way she looks, the book addresses issues of racism
in Cuba.Ages 11 and up. ISBN: 0-88899-720-5.

Hidden Child by Isaac Millman (Frances Foster). In this
true story, the author tells of his painful childhood during the Holocaust. When the Nazis invaded France, the
family was forced into hiding because they were Jewish.
He was separated from his father, then his mother, and
was then passed from stranger to stranger, concealing
his identity, just to stay alive. Vivid descriptions accompany family photos and watercolor paintings. Ages 8
and up. ISBN: 0-374-33071-9.
A Khimar for Nadia by Fawzia Gilani (Ta-Ha
Publishers, London). Nadia's khimar is worn out. Nadia
wants a green khimar but they can't afford to buy a
ready-made one. A compassionate tale of mother's love
and her selfless daughter who make a beautiful family
and celebrate Eid. (Fawzia has authored several other
books, Treasured Islamic Tales for ages 7-10, published
by GoodwordKidz if India.) ISBN: 1-842000-59-4.

Tsunami: Helping Each Other by Ann Morris and
Heidi Larson (Millbrook). Ann and Heidi traveled to the
tsunami-stricken regions of Thailand. The book tells
the story of a family affected by the disaster and documents the international community rebuilding efforts.
Ages 9 and up. ISBN: 0-7613-9501-6.

PicturePerfect, directed and produced by Carol
Tizzano (PicturePeifect Prod., ctano 1311 @Sbcglobal.net).
Through the voices of a diverse group of ordinary girls
and women, this educational documentary explores
media depictions of females, childhood and pop culture influences, the interplay of race and ethnicity, sex
and attraction, and more. This is a discussion starter and
media literacy primer. For grades 7-12.

The Year the Gypsies Came by Linzi Glass (Henry
Holt). It's not unusual for Emily Iris's family to take in
strangers. But when the "gypsies"-a wildlife photographer and his family-come to stay, it becomes clear
that nothing will be the same again. This debut novel
takes place in apartheid South Africa. Ages 12 and up.
ISBN: 0-8050-7999-8.

Does God Forgive Me? by August Gold; photos
by Dianne Hardy Waller (Skylight Paths). Endorsed by
Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and Buddhist religious
leaders, this book introduces children to the ideas of
forgiveness and reconciliation, and gently shows how
God forgives us if we are truly sorry. Ages 3-6. ISBN:
1-59473-142-X.

When I Was a Boy Neruda Called Me Policarpo:
A Memoir by PoIi Delano; illustr. Manuel Monroy;
poems by Pablo Neruda (Groundwood). Delano tells
wacky and adventurous tales of growing up with Pablo
Neruda as a close family friend. The famous poet's
quirky habits come alive, such as owning a badger and
eating grasshoppers, interspersed with his poems. Ages
12-15. ISBN: 0-88899-726-4.

Wisdom Song! The Life oj Baba Amte by N eesha
Mirchandani (rolibooks.com). Learn about Baba Amte
(1914 - ), a maveric social activist whose compassion
and selfless service has given hope and dreams to the
countless leprosy patients in India. Ages 14 and up.

Letters to my Mother by Teresa Cardenas
(Groundwood). The narrator of this short novel, an AfroCuban girl, writes a series ofletters to her mother who
has passed away. As she describes the agony of living
with a new family who does not accept her because of
Page 32

Two in the Wilderness: Adventures oj a Mother and
Daughter in the Adirondack Mountains by Sandra Weber;
photos by Carl E. Heilman II (Boyds Mills). The true
story of a mother and her eleven-year old daughter
who boldly undertake an eleven-day backpacking trip,
discovering as much about each other as they do about
the wilderness. An inspiring story about the motherdaughter bond. Ages 8 and up. ISBN: 1-59078-182-1.
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This UTe KnowWe are the earth, through the plants and animals that nourish us.
We are the rains and the oceans that flow through our veins.
We are the breath of the forests of the land and the plants of the sea.
We are human animals, related to all other life as descendants of the firstborn cell.
We share with these kin a common history, written in our genes.
We share a common present, filled with uncertainty.
And we share a common future, as yet untold.
We humans are but one of thirty million species weaving the thin layer of life enveloping the world.
The stability of communities of living things depends upon this diversity.
Linked in that web, we are interconnected-using, cleansing, sharing
and replenishing the fundamental elements of life.
Our home, planet Earth, is finite; all life shares its resources and the
energy from the sun, and therefore has limits to growth.
For the first time, we have touched those limits.
When we compromise the air, the water, the soil and the variety of life,
we steal from the endless future to serve the fleeting present.

This UTe BelieveHumans have become so numerous and our tools so powerful that we
have driven fellow creatures to extinction, dammed the great rivers, torn down ancient forests, poisoned
the earth, rain and wind, and ripped holes in the sky.
Our science has brought pain as well as joy; our comfort is paid for by the suffering of millions.
We are learning from our mistakes, we are mourning our vanished kin,
and we now build a new politics of hope.
We respect and uphold the absolute need for clean air, water and soil.
We see that economic activities that benefit the few while shrinking
the inheritance of many are wrong.
And since environmental degradation erodes biological capital forever,
full ecological and social cost must enter all equations of development.
We are one brief generation in the long march of time; the future is not ours to erase.
So where knowledge is limited, we will remember all those who will walk after us, and err on the side
of caution.

This UTe ResolveAll this that we know and believe must now become the foundation of the way we live.
At this turning point in our relationship with Earth, we work for an evolution: from dominance
to partnership; from fragmentation to connection; from insecurity to interdependence.

Five members of the David Suzuki Foundation team wrote this Declaration of Interdependence in 1992
for the United Nations' Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
(Reprinted with permissionfrom the David Suzuki Foundation, http://www.davidsuzuki.org/)
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Gitar's Trip to Alaska

Visiting liThe Emerald City"
Ever been on a plane for more than ten hours? For
those who haven't experienced it yet, let me tell you: make
sure to bring something to keep you occupied-a book, a
game, an iPod, maybe even your homework. And, of course,
a pillow, or else you'll get off the plane feeling like a 90year-old grandma with a broken back and crooked neck.
Okay, I'm making everything seem horrible, but that's not
supposed to be my point.
For one week, my father, mother, and I traveled from
here, Hong Kong, to Eugene, Oregon, U.S.A. That's why I
was complaining about riding more than ten hours on an
airplane. But, the backaches and jet lag were worth it. We
came because my 22-year-old sister, Mari, was graduating
from the University of Oregon.
Eugene was a nice, welcoming town that was sort of
half urban, and half rural. I quickly realized that Eugene is
definitely not Hong Kong. As soon as I stepped outdoors,
what did I see? Trees. Trees, trees, trees. Now that was cool.
In Hong Kong, you have to make an effort to look around
for trees-I mean, they aren't literally right in front of you.
And the air was amazing. It was as if you could put it into
a Ziploc bag and eat it if you grew hungry. The tap water
in Eugene tasted so good that when I returned to Hong
Kong, I was astonished at how the air and tap water suddenly seemed revolting.
There were also things that astonished me about how
Hong Kong could actually be more convenient and healthy.
In Eugene, every store seemed to have its own building. In
Hong Kong, everything is jammed into a single shopping
mall with a billion floors. In Eugene, I felt like the buses
took forever to arrive. In Hong Kong, chances are you'll
see at least 10 buses an hour. I soon realized maybe so many
buses just aren't necessary in Eugene because it seemed like
everyone had a car! My sister's boyfriend, Big, our lovely
driver, stopped right in front of every place we visited. I
thought, hey, that store was just a 30-second walk from the
other store! And it seemed like every meal we ordered was
massive! "Welcome to America," my sister said and laughed.

You are in the woods. There are no people,
no voices, and you only hear the sound of nature.
You look around: it is so empty, so vast, and so
peaceful that you wonder how anyone could not
want to see this.You are in Alaska!
Two years ago I got to experience the most
amazing thing of all: I got to travel to Alaska! My
dad, mom, brother John and I went rafting down
the Noatak River. It was so amazing and so fun. We
flew to Fairbanks, and then took a smaller plane to
Beetles. From there we took a bush plane to the
Noatak River.
On our first day out on the river in the raft, we
decided to make camp early. John and I decided to
go fishing. John caught a fish called a grayling, and
then I caught one, too. We wanted to eat them, but
my dad said, "There will be plenty of other times
to catch and eat fish." So we threw them back. Dad
was wrong though: the whole trip we didn't catch a
single other fish, even though we tried many times.
On our third day of rafting, we were rounding
a bend when suddenly we saw something on land.
It was a grizzly bear! Mom, John and I wanted to
check it out, but Dad wanted to be as far away as
possible. That was odd because my dad always wants
to check things out. He liked looking at it, but he
just didn't want to check this animal out too closely.
The next day, when we were just drifting along on
the river, we saw something on the riverbank again.
We thought it might be another bear, but it was
a musk ox! Later on we saw two of them butting
their heads together. We learned that you could
hear their head-butting noise up to a mile away.

Mari also taught me how you're supposed to say
"excuse me" if you pass in front of someone and how you
add some tip by yourself, as service tax isn't included in
restaurant bills. I liked these "politeness rules," since those
were things I never really thought about in Hong Kong.
I realized how nice it would be if everyone could
travel more and learn about the world and its great cultures
and people, and the uniqueness each place has to give. If I
could, I'd love to travel to Oregon again, and do the same
for every other place in this world.
-Eri Mizobc, 13, Hong Kong.
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The worst thing that happened was when my
dad missed the
stopping point. We
were supposed to
cut off near a little
tributary to get to
a lake where the
plane would pick
us up. We did not
miss it by a lot, but
we had to paddle
up the current to
get back to where
Sept.-Oct. 2006

Exploring Jamaica
This Christmas I received a plane ticket to go to the tropical paradise ofJamaica. Little did I know I was going to experience a different culture and it'd change my views on life.

we were supposed to be. When the current got too
strong, we had to carryall our rafting gear on our backs
to the lake and then go back and drag the raft across the
tundra to the lake. We were like dogs pulling a sled-we
had to harness ourselves to the raft. It took us eight
hours and many trips back and forth to do all of that.
The bush plane picked us up two days later. It was a
tiring, but fun adventure.
-Stacey Gitar, 14, born in Peru, lives in Minnesota.

A IIF ami [yll Vacation!
Every year my family travels from British Columbia
to Saskatchewan by car! You can imagine how stinky,
squished and uncomfortable it would be driving thirteen hours in a car that can only fit four people, but
is crammed with five. Of course, we stop in Alberta to
rest with some family.
The next day we are off to Saskatchewan. All of our
family lives in either Alberta or Saskatchewan. The first
stop is this eensy, teensy town of a population of 100
and 75 of those people are over 70 years old. That is
where my mom's parents live. But my mom's sister and
her family stop by to see us, too.
The next city we go to is not a city at all. It is a
house in the middle of nowhere. The rest of my family comes and visits with us there. I ride horses and
play with my grandfather's dog until we move onto
our final destination, Regina, to visit with my aunt,
uncle and baby cousin. It is the second biggest city in
Saskatchewan.

Jamaica seemed to be set back in time. There were only
a few old cars, and I didn't see any car dealerships. Grocery
stores consisted of one room, offering only a little of this
and that. Jamaicans didn't own iPods, DVDs, or laptops. They
don't know about the latest movies and books. You are probably wondering how they can live without these things. How
could they possibly be happy? Before you draw your conclusions, I need to tell you two things that truly touched me. If
you listen, they just might affect you in the same way.
Our family was invited to play soccer with Jamaicans. My
brother and I were excited because we all love to play soccer.
What I experienced next was something I only read about.
The field was sandwiched between fences and homes.
Really bumpy and rocky, it was also a road and a place for their
goats. The goals were two poles sticking out of the ground
four feet apart. With all the families, there was only one old
ball to play with. It was in this place where I got to play with
some really good soccer players. They didn't have uniforms
and only some had shoes. There were no breaks, time outs, or
positions. They were there to play. Even though the field didn't
meet any requirements of a professional field, we had a great
time. We became good friends, and I didn't want to leave.
We also visited a school ofJamaican children. Most would
never attend high school because they didn't have enough
money and had no transportation. They had no playground
and often lacked pencils. Despite these challenges, they are still
a warm and happy group of people. A young girl offered me
her piece of candy. I couldn't believe it. Even though she was
very little, she was willing to give me what she had.
With their few belongings, they are happy and truly enjoy
life. The amount of stuff you have doesn't make you happier
than someone else. It proves your attitude in life is everything.
- Bailey Davis, 14, Wisconsin.

After that we load back in the car and head straight
back to British Columbia. No time to see the sights,
no time to stop at touristy places. Just straight home to
sleep in our own beds again! The next summer we do
the very same thing over again!
-Andrea Sadowski, 13, British Columbia, Canada.
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Jamaica
The countryside as seen
through the eyes of Prof.
Bhavani Manhaim, a returned Peace Corps volunteer. Bhavani set up education enhancement projects
at Ferguson All Age School
in the community of Spur
Tree. Also see page 31.
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